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E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y  

• Snowflake is an excellent choice for cloud data warehousing because it’s agile, cost effective, and 

flexible with virtually unlimited scalability. 

• To empower growth in the digital age – when real-time decision making is critical – organizations 

have to encourage and promote accurate enterprise warehouse data use in an agile, yet governed 

way.  

• Only Qlik® offers a raw-data-to-business-insight supply chain solution optimized for Snowflake cloud 

data warehousing.  

I N T R O D U C T I O N  

Qlik envisions a data-literate world. With our solutions, everyone can use 

data to improve decision making and solve challenging business 

problems. Our partner Snowflake’s vision is to make modern data 

warehousing effective, accessible, and affordable for all data users.  

Together, we’re the ideal team to help organizations like yours drill 

deeper into customer behavior, balance risk and reward, and reinvent 

business processes for competitive edge. 

Read on to learn how you can leverage the data integration and analytics 

power of our Qlik® solutions to enhance the flexibility of your Snowflake 

data warehouse. How you can overcome the challenges typically 

associated with enterprise cloud data warehousing to deliver superior 

business insights.  
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The Rise of the Cloud Data Warehouse 
Data warehouses have been the foundation of enterprise analytics and reporting for decades. Yet 

traditional warehousing projects have struggled to keep pace with changing businesses, leading to 

analytics project overruns. Teams have tried reducing delays by expanding server and storage 

capacity, but these incremental improvements were not long-term fixes, and spend rose over time.  

Because traditional data warehousing projects cost millions to set up, manage, and deploy, then tune, 

secure, and back up, only large enterprises could afford them. Licensing fees, hardware, and 

professional services were cost-prohibitive for smaller organizations to use a data warehouse to take 

full advantage of the volume and variety of data available.  

All that changed when cloud computing emerged. Specifically, when cloud data warehousing debuted. 

Cloud data warehouses deliver benefits and flexibility to businesses of all sizes. Free from physical 

data center constraints, organizations using them can dynamically grow and shrink their data 

warehouses to address always-changing business budgets and needs. 

With a clear vision to modernize data warehousing, Snowflake developed a built-for-the-cloud 

architecture that combines the power of data warehousing with the flexibility of big data platforms and 

the elasticity the cloud. All at a fraction of the cost of traditional solutions. But deploying Snowflake 

alone has not given customers a clear path to digital transformation.  

To lead in the digital age, when real-time insights and decision making are critical, Snowflake 

customers need smart analytics and operational processes that match their new, dynamic data 

warehouse. They need a strategy and companion solution to operationalize and derive insights so they 

don’t end up with a sports car they can only drive 25 miles an hour. That’s where Qlik comes in. 
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Snowflake Customer Learnings 
Snowflake customers achieve quick wins simply by taking advantage of the cloud solution’s unlimited 

storage, easy data access, and ad-hoc query capabilities. Yet longer-term productivity gains remain 

elusive due to unforeseen, time-consuming issues. For example, troubleshooting the Snowflake data 

loading process comes at the expense of data preparation. Inadequate data preparation negatively 

affects data quality, and bad data adversely impacts insight exploration and discovery.  

Organizations can overcome many of these obstacles by first addressing their strategies: 

• What data will the organization store in the warehouse and how will it be kept up to date? 

• What approach will be used to architect and design a maintainable data warehouse?  

• How will data users search, prepare, protect, and consume analytics-ready data sets?  

• How will teams derive, visualize, and effectively distribute data insights?  

• How will the organization monitor and manage ongoing Snowflake costs?  

Organizations without strategies add barriers to their Snowflake adoption, resulting in disappointing 

outcomes with marginal value-add to the business – the same issues that drove them to Snowflake in 

the first place. The good news is it’s not too late to address these often-overlooked questions and get 

your Snowflake implementation back on track.  
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Data Ingestion  

New users of Snowflake data ingestion often experiment with relatively small data sets stored in 

comma separated values files (CSVs) and loaded with native Snowflake functionality. However, they 

quickly discover this method only works well in the initial stages of investigation. That’s because 

manually extracting, reformatting, and importing data into Snowflake quickly becomes a time-

consuming process that keeps the contents of the data warehouse always lagging the current state.  

They’re really stuck when they realize production-grade instances of Snowflake require large volumes 

of data from a variety of sources from across the enterprise. Relational databases. Enterprise 

applications. And other cloud systems. The CSV import method (even if it could be operationalized) is 

just too error prone, manually intensive, and time consuming for real-world production use. 

As a workaround, successful Snowflake implementations always add scalable solutions that can 

automatically and continually ingest different types of enterprise data. The best ones integrate data 

from both on-premises and cloud data sources. And they readily adapt to incorporate new data sources 

as needs change – without imposing additional development burdens or impacting business continuity. 

As a best practice, successful Snowflake administrators avoid ingestion solutions that require extra 

development resources while looking for solutions they can use without having to write code beyond 

native Snowflake SQL.  

Architecture and Design  

With the data ingest problem solved, Snowflake customers need to address the optimal approach to 

data warehouse architecture and design. How should tables be structured, keeping in mind Snowflake’s 

innovative on-demand platform can scale to unlimited amounts of data and users by spinning up 

compute resources at any time?  

The best Snowflake implementations design the optimum database schema to balance performance 

and on-demand costs. They rely on model-based design principles to create pipelines that efficiently 

produce analytics-ready data marts. These data marts are quick routes to actionable insights because 

they only contain a subset of curated data, aligned to the analytics needs of a specific department, 

function, or business unit. A typical data warehouse pipeline producing data marts consists of four 

steps: 
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1. Landing – Raw data is ingested at this step, and it may, or may not, reside in the Snowflake data 

warehouse. For example, it’s common for the landing zone to be based on cloud file storage such 

as Amazon S3 or Microsoft Azure file stores.  

2. Staging – This step happens in the data warehouse. During this early data preparation stage, 

solutions typically perform some light standardization, cleansing, enhancement, and transformation. 

Data at this step is still in 3rd-normal form.  

3. Warehouse Tables – The creation and population of real data warehouse tables takes place during 

this step. A solution maps the normalized data from staging to a denormalized, or partially 

denormalized, warehouse schema. Typically, denormalized schemas conform to a data warehouse 

design philosophy such as Kimball, Inmon, or Linstedt.  

4. Data Marts – During the fourth and final data warehouse 

pipeline step, a solution creates data marts, which are simply 

subsets of the main data warehouse. They’re used by lines of 

business for analytics and reporting. For example, a financial 

analyst often uses a finance data mart for quarterly reporting 

data. Most data marts conform to star schema models and are 

query-performance optimized. 

Successful Snowflake implementations take advantage of fully 

automated data pipelines because they ensure the timely 

production of accurate, reliable, and repeatable analytics-ready 

data marts. 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Design Philosophies 

Ralph Kimball’s data warehouse 
design was a bottom-up approach 
that stressed the importance of data 
marts that belonged to lines of 
business.  

Bill Inmon took a top-down 
approach, viewing the data 
warehouse as the central repository 
for all enterprise data.  

Dan Linstedt offered yet another 
perspective of the role of the data 
warehouse, looking at historical 
data and focusing on issues such as 
auditing, loading speed, and 
resilience to change as well as 
emphasizing data origin.  
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Search, Preparation, and Data Compliance   

Automating data ingest, updates, and the warehouse lifecycle greatly improves the operational 

efficiency of Snowflake implementations. Now how do organizations broaden access to the data 

warehouse and their carefully curated data marts while preventing data misuse? And how do teams 

help data consumers become more confident in the data housed? For example, what data assets 

deliver value, where the data marts originated, the quality of the data sets, and so on?  

Reading complex data warehouse schemas won’t help. Data catalogs will. A recent Gartner report1 

described data catalogs as a MUST-HAVE for analytics and data leaders. Catalogs allow data 

consumers to perform Google-like searches of data sets, provide lineage information to streamline 

privacy and security compliance, and help spur adoption of trusted data sets. 

Innovative Snowflake administrators also use data catalogs to help their data consumers discover, 

understand, enrich, and trust the data in their downstream analytics and reporting processes. 

Insights Derivation and Distribution  

2Successful Snowflake customers 

actively encourage their users to 

consume data sets, derive insights,  

and share findings.  

Visualization and collaboration are 

critical capabilities supporting these 

efforts. Yet being able to derive insights 

by freely exploring data sets to reveal 

previously unknown relationships and 

findings is often overlooked. 

 

 

 

                                            
1 Augmented Data Catalogs: Now an Enterprise Must-Have for Data and Analytics Leaders – Gartner September 2019 - ID G00394570 
2 Notes from the AI frontier: McKinsey & Company - 2018  

https://www.gartner.com/en/documents/3957301/augmented-data-catalogs-now-an-enterprise-must-have-for-
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/artificial-intelligence/notes-from-the-ai-frontier-applications-and-value-of-deep-learning#part3
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This is where non-human intelligence can help. Both augmented and artificial intelligence stand out as 

digital era transformational technologies with the potential to impact top-line-oriented functions, such as 

marketing and sales, as well as bottom-line-oriented operations, such as supply chain management 

and manufacturing. However, their success is predicated on the availabiltiy of data sets for learning and 

execution, and the readiness of an organization to incorporate machine-generated insights and 

suggestions into business processes. 

The most effective Snowflake implementations enhance their data warehouse with analytics solutions 

that provide stunning visualizations and deliver sophisticated augmented intelligence that helps to 

discover actionable insights. 

Monitoring  

Snowflake customers must take care to control operational costs because it’s easy with any pay-as-

you-go cloud subscription to lose sight of actual usage and expenses. That’s the penalty for on-demand 

flexibility. Adopting Snowflake without a plan for monitoring current and predicting future usage costs is 

a surefire way to jeopardize its viability.  

Thriving Snowflake implementations include add-on tools that help administrators monitor and visualize 

actual usage and costs. The best ones not only report historical costs, they also provide estimates for 

predicted future fees.  

Improving Snowflake Time-to-Value with Qlik Solutions 
So why do Snowflake customers looking to maximize their cloud data warehouse investments also 

deploy our Qlik solutions? The answer is faster time to value. Our end-to-end approach to data and 

analytics ensures our solutions include the full breadth of capabilities for the data analytics supply chain 

– from accessing and integrating all data sources to uncovering and sharing insights. Our open, multi-

cloud, vendor-agnostic Qlik offerings are unique because they not only accelerate data delivery but also 

allow for open-ended, curiosity-driven data exploration. 

Our solutions drive data agility by establishing pipelines that stream information in real time from legacy 

systems, warehouses, or enterprise applications into Snowflake. Once the data is ingested, our Qlik 

solutions automate the creation and delivery of analytics-ready data marts with visual tools and wizards 

that empower organizations to wrangle data models, generate data vault structures, and operationalize 

the entire warehouse lifecycle.  
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In addition, our software gives teams a governed, self-service smart data catalog – essentially a 

consolidated, analytics-aware, and actionable marketplace – for all enterprise data. Including data that 

may reside outside of Snowflake. With our modern Qlik analytics platform, including patented 

Associative Engine, Cognitive Engine, and related augmented intelligence capabilities, organizations 

get unmatched data analytics, discovery, and exploration for users of all skill levels. 

 

 

 

 

Ours is the only enterprise-class solution for Snowflake that can continuously ingest all data, automate 

the full data warehouse lifecycle, catalog it, and then use analytics capabilities to uniquely uncover new 

business insights. Our Qlik solutions help Snowflake customers maximize their enterprise data and take 

their Snowflake implementations to the next level.  

Ingest Data from Multiple Sources in Real Time 

Using Qlik Replicate™ (formerly Attunity Replicate) organizations accelerate data ingestion, replication, 

and streaming from many heterogeneous databases, data warehouses, and big data platforms into 

Snowflake. Used by hundreds of enterprises worldwide, our Qlik Replicate software moves data easily, 

efficiently, and securely. All with minimal operational impact. 

Figure 1. Our Qlik Solution Architecture for Snowflake 
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Our Qlik Replicate capabilities include: 

• A no-code user interface (UI) – Our web-based UI enables data architects to configure, control, 

and monitor replication tasks, thanks to a self-service approach that eliminates coding and scripting.  

• Agent-less change data capture (CDC) – Our agent-less architecture is noninvasive and the least 

disruptive data integration method available today. It does not incur the additional management 

overhead or impose extra performance penalties typically associated with agent-based Extract 

Transform Load (ETL) methods.  

• Efficient and secure data transfer – Our solution achieves secure performance and throughput 

via compression, encryption, and parallel data transfer streams into, across, and out of cloud 

architectures such as Amazon Web Services (AWS), Google Cloud Platform, and Microsoft Azure. 

• Universal connectivity – Our software supports more than 75 data sources including relational 

databases, data warehouses, data lakes, enterprise applications, and streaming systems, in on-

premises, cloud, or hybrid architectures. 

• 100% automated – Our fully autonomous solution includes initial batch loading to Snowflake, target 

schema creation and schema/DDL change propagation, and continuous real-time CDC updates. 

 

Figure 2. Qlik Replicate Feature Summary 
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Our modern CDC approach to landing data in Snowflake has fundamental advantages over old batch 

ETL alternatives, namely: 

• Performance – CDC is ideally suited to moving data from high-frequency transactional systems 

because no intermediate heavy-duty data transformation or processing occurs at the source.  

• Data accuracy – Data in our landing zone is almost always up to date because the source data is 

instantaneously replicated to Snowflake as soon as the change is detected.  

• Low overhead – Log-based CDC minimizes disruption to production workloads because data 

changes are read from the data source log instead of obtaining the data from a database query.  

Our Qlik Replicate software provides a constant stream of fresh data to Snowflake implementations, 

ensuring Snowflake customers can meet or exceed the real-time delivery, efficiency, and data 

scalability requirements of a modern data warehouse. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Qlik Replicate User Interface 
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Automate the Data Warehouse Lifecycle 

When Snowflake customers use our Qlik Compose™ for Data Warehouses software (formerly Attunity 

Compose) they accelerate their Snowflake projects. Our automation solution for data architects 

designing, deploying, and operating agile data warehouses reduces the resources and time needed to 

create and update analytics-ready data marts.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Qlik Compose Feature Summary 
S  
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Our Qlik Compose software includes these automation features that improve the efficiency of 

Snowflake data warehouse design and implementation: 

• Data model-driven – Data warehouse architects can create data models in three ways: Users can 

design data models from scratch using the native visual modeler, import predefined data models 

from industry-standard tools, or generate a model from automated intelligent discovery.  

• ETL script generation – Qlik Compose automatically creates the necessary ETL scripts for the 

staging, data vault, and data mart steps of the data warehouse pipeline. 

• Data mart wizard – Qlik Compose supports three types of data marts out-of-the-box: 1. 

Transactional (a star schema with a transactional fact table allows you to create history-type 

reports), 2. Aggregated (a star schema to support summation reports), and 3. State-oriented (a star 

schema that supports period reporting between times).  

• Workflow designer and scheduler – Our software’s built-in workflow designer enables 

organizations to build and schedule data warehouse and data mart ETL tasks to run as a single, 

end-to-end process. 

• Documentation generation – Our solution leverages metadata to automatically create 

documentation that self-describes the data warehouse tables and environment. 

• Lifecycle management – Our software’s automated development, testing, acceptance, and 

production (DTAP) features streamline migration of data warehouse projects between different 

warehouse deployment environments.  

  

Figure 4. Qlik Compose for Data Warehouses User Interface 
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Expose Snowflake Data to More Apps and Users 

Because our Qlik Data Catalyst™ solution provides a unified, go-to catalog, Snowflake users can 

discover, profile, prepare, and securely publish any enterprise data for analytics workflows. Regardless 

of where data resides.  

 

 

 

 

Qlik Data Catalyst securely catalogs all available data for analytics, giving data consumers a single 

location to find, understand, and gain insights from any enterprise data source. Our solution’s data 

preparation and metadata tools streamline the further transformation of raw data marts into analytics-

ready assets, while our software’s Smart Data Catalog and shopping cart UI help analytics users easily 

discover, select, and checkout whatever data they need for BI tools or downstream applications. Built 

on a platform of hardened data security and featuring governance capabilities, organizations can easily 

pair our Qlik Data Catalyst software with any Snowflake data warehouse or other data repositories. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Qlik Data Catalyst Components 
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Our Qlik Data Catalyst solution includes these features that promote data use: 

On-board data – Users can explore governed data sources and metadata for collaborative data 

curation. Qlik Data Catalyst automatically profiles and documents the exact content, structure, and 

quality of enterprise data as it’s brought into the data marketplace – not just from Snowflake, but any 

and all sources.  

Prepare – Users can graphically build dataflows to transform warehouse data marts into cleansed and 

filtered data sets that meet a wide variety of analytics requirements.  

Catalog – Users can take advantage of a Smart Data Catalog that documents every aspect of the data 

and data management process. As they search and explore the catalog, metadata (technical, business, 

and operational) makes each data element understandable, transparent, trustworthy, and actionable.  

Deliver – Users have an easy shopping cart metaphor within the catalog to assemble data sets ready 

for publishing to analytics tools like Power BI, Tableau, or Qlik Sense®. 
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Discover Hidden Business Insights 

Snowflake customers may not know our Qlik Sense solution set the benchmark for a new generation of 

analytics solutions. It was built to empower everyone in the enterprise, regardless of skill level, to make 

better decisions. It features unmatched Associative exploration and search; smart visualizations; self-

service creation and data preparation; geographic and advanced analytics; collaboration; storytelling 

and reporting; fully interactive online and offline mobility; and new augmented intelligence (AI) 

capabilities.  

Our Qlik Sense software also includes enterprise-

grade features such as open APIs for customization 

and extension; broad data connectivity and data as-

a-service; centralized management and governance; 

and a new multi-cloud architecture that scales across 

on-premises, private, and public cloud environments. 

Our AI is an approach that brings together the best  

of machine intelligence and human intuition to speed 

time-to-insight, surface unexpected discoveries, and 

drive data literacy for users at any level. Our unique Qlik 

Associative Engine working with our new Qlik Cognitive 

Engine drive our range of AI capabilities, including:  

• Visual and Associative insight suggestions 

• Natural language interaction 

• Recommendations for combining data sources 

• Smart data preparation 

• Assistance with chart creation 

Our unique Qlik platform approach supports the full  

breadth of analytics needs, including self-service 

visualization and exploration; guided analytics apps  

and dashboards; custom and embedded analytics;  

and reporting. All within a common platform.  

 

 

 
 
 

Query Options for Snowflake 

Organizations mix-and-match these Qlik 
Sense query options to meet user 
requirements: 

1. In-memory caching – Analytics app 
fetches the entire data set and stores it in 
memory.  

2. Dynamic caching – Analytics app 
caches a subset of data in memory.  
Another app is populated with data 
queried, on demand, from Snowflake. 

Dynamic Views – Analytics app initially 
fetches the entire data set.  After that, 
most analytics queries are pushed down 
to Snowflake. 
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Our collaborative analytics philosophy ensures organizations capture and share innovation. And our 

software empowers users to take advantage of apps and stories that teammates create as well as 

publish analyses for others to use. Anywhere, anytime. Ultimately helping organizations succeed in 

driving greater use and broader adoption of data stored in Snowflake data warehouses. 

Create Operational Dashboards for Snowflake 

Several free dashboards help Snowflake customers explore and understand their Snowflake use. 

Designed by Qlik and aligned with the Snowflake pricing model, they combine operational monitoring 

with usage and cost estimates:  

• Snowflake Standard customers – View usage and predicted costs. 

• Snowflake Enterprise customers – View cost and usage data. See when to expect to exceed pre-
purchase credit thresholds. 

 

Figure 6. Qlik Usage and Metadata Dashboard for Snowflake 

Our dashboards can help Snowflake customers quickly understand whether their plans are right-sized: 

• Who is running the most queries, when, and how much are queries costing? 
• Where are Snowflake users based?  
• What is the mean query performance? Where are usage hotspots and volumes? 

Download our free, open-source dashboards:  

https://github.com/Qlik-PE/Snowflake-Usage-Analysis-Dashboard  

https://github.com/Qlik-PE/Snowflake-Usage-Analysis-Dashboard
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3 Ways Qlik Solutions Accelerate Snowflake Adoption  
These are three common scenarios where our Qlik solutions can help accelerate your Snowflake 

deployment. 

1. Legacy Migration 

When your existing data and processes move from a 

traditional on-premises enterprise data warehouse to 

Snowflake. Your systems are typically Microsoft SQL 

Server, Oracle, Teradata, Pivotal Greenplum, Vertica, 

and IBM Netezza. This approach is sometimes known as lift-and-shift because you’re literally lifting and 

moving all your data once stored in your legacy data warehouse to a brand-new Snowflake cloud data 

warehouse. Once you do this, data applications and analytics workloads operate on the data in 

Snowflake. You then decommission your old data warehouse. Solution: Use Qlik Replicate to rapidly 

ingest data into your new data warehouse. Use Qlik Compose to automate your data warehouse 

lifecycle. Use Qlik Data Catalyst to prepare and promote analytics-ready data sets. Finally, use Qlik 

Sense to discover and visualize analytic insights. 

2. Data Warehouse Extension (Hybrid) 

When your existing data warehouse remains  

in place, but your organization implements new 

projects or strategic analytics initiatives in  

Snowflake. This hybrid approach is often  

necessary when operating constraints prohibit lift-

and-shift. For example, application dependencies 

might limit or prove too expensive for wholesale 

migration. Data integrity, visibility, and business 

continuity are key considerations in this scenario.  

Solution: Use Qlik Data Integration to continually ingest data from enterprise data sources into your 

new data warehouse. Use Qlik Compose to automate your data warehouse lifecycle and generate data 

marts. Use Qlik Data Catalyst to prepare and promote analytics-ready data sets. Finally, use Qlik 

Sense to discover and visualize analytic insights. 
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3. Greenfield Initiatives 

The opposite of extension. When there are no 

dependencies on your existing data warehouse  

and your organization builds all new projects in 

Snowflake. This is a flexible approach where you use 

multiple Snowflake instances for specific departments, 

subsidiaries, or strategic projects. Automation and data 

fluidity are paramount as you rapidly curate, prepare,  

and move trusted data into Snowflake for downstream 

analytics. Solution: Use Qlik Replicate to continually 

ingest data into your new data warehouse. Use Qlik 

Compose to automate the lifecycles of all your Snowflake data warehouses. Use Qlik Data Catalyst to 

prepare and promote analytics-ready data sets across your many warehouse instances. Finally, use 

Qlik Sense to discover and visualize analytic insights. 

In each of these cases – regardless of implementation – our Qlik solutions accelerate Snowflake 

adoption. Together, Qlik and Snowflake are driving business growth by enabling organizations like 

yours to cost effectively provide any data, regardless of size or source, to everyone across your 

organization. 

Conclusion  
Snowflake provides many benefits over traditional data warehousing including agility, cost-

effectiveness, flexibility, and virtually unlimited scalability. However, to lead in the digital age, where 

real-time decisions are critical, you need to be able to easily access and analyze the latest and most 

accurate data. Qlik offers a comprehensive, end-to-end solution for Snowflake that continuously ingests 

all your data, automates the data warehouse, catalogs curated data and intelligently discovers insights 

with world-class analytics. Qlik and Snowflake empower business growth by enabling IT to cost-

effectively provide any data, regardless of size or source, to everyone across the organization. 

Learn more at  
qlik.com/us/products/data-integration-platform 
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About Qlik 
Qlik’s vision is a data-literate world, one where everyone can use data to improve decision-
making and solve their most challenging problems. Only Qlik offers end-to-end, real-time data 
integration and analytics solutions that help organizations access and transform all their data 
into value. Qlik helps companies lead with data to see more deeply into customer behavior, 
reinvent business processes, discover new revenue streams, and balance risk and reward. Qlik 
does business in more than 100 countries and serves over 50,000 customers around the world. 
qlik.com 
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